MAKE YOUR OWN RIVERBOX STAMP
Potato stamps are quick and easy. Children and adults can find pleasure in the
process of making and using these affordable mark-making tools that are easy to
take on a Riverbox Hunt!

WHAT YOU’LL NEEED:
Potatoes
Sharpened Pencils
Teaspoons with Pointy Ends
Paring Knives
Toweling
:

Ink pad or Paint

INSTRUCTIONS:
BEFORE YOU START: Consider the design of your stamp before you start.
Avoid words and numbers which need to be reversed on the stamp in order to
come out forwards when printed. Think shapes and symbols. It need not be
complicated, just personal.

1. Cut a potato in half. Depending
on your design and the type of
potato you use, consider cutting it
the long of short way.

2. Trace the potato’s shape and make
a few sketches to determine your
design. Determine which parts you
will carve and which you will keep.
(NOTE: The raised parts that are
NOT carved away will be your
stamp.)

3. Draw your design on one half of the potato with the pencil. Press firmly
so you make a clear indentation to guide your carving tool.

4. Use the spoon (young children)
or knife (older kids and adults) to
dig out your design. Remember,
the parts you leave raised will
create your image.

4. Dry the potato with a cloth or paper towel.

6. Paint the raised design or
press down evenly on an ink
pad and Stamp away!

NOTE: Carry your stamp in a towel or plastic bag to prevent ink from going
places its not wanted!

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Here are a few links to instructions for more sophisticated stamp –making
instructions. NOTE: They may require materials not found in your home, so
plan ahead. Of course, feel free to be creative and try find alternate materials
and tools that allow you to safely, and affordable, achieve your goal.
Rubber Stamps (Made with foam).
http://www.instructables.com/id/Rubber-Stamps
Stamps carved from erasers.
http://www.ehow.com/how_4898851_make-homemade-rubber-stamps.html
And a flickr stream of handcarved eraser stamps, for inspiration!
http://fiveprime.org/hivemind/Tags/handcarved,stamp

